# FIRST NAME | LAST NAME | POS | SCHOOL
---|---|---|---
Jordan | Ellis | RB | Virginia
Delon | Randall | FB | Temple
Terry | Godwin II | WR | Georgia
Ryan | Davis | WR | Auburn
Danick | Bailey Jr. | DC | Kentucky
Marquis | Young | RB | Massachusetts
Terry | Wright | WR | Purdue
David | Blough | QB | Purdue
Taylor | Cornelius | QB | Oklahoma State
Jimmy | Moreland | DC | James Madison
Flashad | Fenton | DC | South Carolina
Jamal | Custis | WR | Syracuse
A.J. | Cole III | QB | North Carolina State
Matthew | Gay | K | Utah
Kesean | Nixon Sr. | DC | South Carolina
Saquan | Hampton | SAF | Rutgers
Lucas | Denis | SAF | Boston College
Ty | Johnson | RB | Maryland
Chris | Johnson | SAF | North Alabama
Michael | Jackson Jr. | DC | Miami
Isiah | Wharton | DC | Rutgers
Darnell | Woolfolk | RB | Army
Malik | Camey | LB | North Carolina
Zedrick | Woods | SAF | Mississippi
Khalil | Hodge | LB | Buffalo
Andrew | Von Ginkel | LB | Wisconsin
Tre | Watson | LB | Maryland
Ulysses | Gilbert III | LB | Akron
Jacob | Bohenmeyer | LS | Northern Colorado
Sean | Rawlings | OC | Missouri
Cole | Holcomb | LB | North Carolina
Tyler | Jones | OC | North Carolina State
Alec | Eberle | OC | Florida State
Lamont | Gailand | OC | Georgia
Oliseheme | Udoh | OT | Elon
Justin | Skule | OT | Vanderbilt
Burchy | Stallings | OC | Kentucky
Joshua | Miles | OC | Morgan State
Nick | Allegritti | OC | Illinois
Ethan | Grengard | OT | Villanova
Frederick | Johnson | OG | Florida
Martez | Ivey | OC | Florida
Tyree | St. Louis | OT | Miami
Daniel | Helen | TE | Duke
Matthew | Sokol | TE | Michigan State
Jesper | Horsted | WR | Princeton
DaMarkus | Lodge | WR | Mississippi
CJ | Conrad | TE | Kentucky
Michael | Dogbe | DL | Temple
Jordan | Brailford | DL | Oklahoma State
Kyle | Lawrence | Phillips | DL | Tennessee
Chris | Slayton | DL | Syracuse
Citob | Broughton | DL | Cincinnati
Kevin | Wilkins | DL | Rutgers
Ricky | Walker | DL | Virginia Tech
Mathieu | Betts | DL | Laval
Keesean | Johnson | WR | Fresno State
Ron'queveion | Tarver | WR | Utah State
Brett | Reynor | QB | Boise State
Nick | Brooks | RB | Louisiana State
Marcus | McMarion | QB | Fresno State
Jamal | Peters | DC | Mississippi State
Blake | Brown | OC | Texas
Jonathan | Doherty | WR | Old Dominion
Kendall | Blanton | TE | Missouri
Easton | Stick | QB | North Dakota State
Ka'der | Holman | DC | Toledo
Dannie | Lewis Jr. | OC | Tulane
John | Baron II | K | San Diego State
BJ | Blount | LB | McNeese State
Shawn | Paixondeter | WR | Arizona
Drew | Lewis | LB | Colorado
Bode | Barten | LB | Utah
Devine | Ozbio | RB | Nebraska
Jordan | Wyatt | DC | Southern Methodist
Darrin | Hall Jr. | LB | Pittsburgh
Chase | Thompson | WR | Toledo
Aderius | Pickett | SAF | UCLA
Andrew | Warsig | SAF | Wyoming
Joe | Dineen Jr. | LB | Kansas
Montre | Hartage | OC | Northwestern
Tyree | Kimel | SAF | Michigan
Evan | Worthington | SAF | Colorado
D'Corey | Dixin | SAF | Wisconsin
Markus | Jones | DL | Angelo State
Chris | Pace | LB | Virginia
Landis | Durham | DE | Texas A&M
Andrew | Rick | TE | Texas
Justin | Hollins | LB | Oregon
Derick | Robinson | DL | Sam Houston State
Nick | Linder | OC | Indiana
Chris | Wilkerson | LB | Stephen F. Austin State
John | Kneeny | OC | Western Michigan
Paul | Adams | OT | Missouri
Brian | Wallace | OT | Arkansas
Keaton | Sutherland | OG | Texas A&M
Jackson | Barton | OT | Utah
Lanard | Bonner | OG | Arkansas State
Jessie | Burket | OC | Stanford
O'Shea | Dugas | OG | Texas
Alex | Bookser | OT | Pittsburgh
Juwan | Bushell-Beatty | GB | Michigan
Ryan | Williams-Pepe | OT | San Diego State
Trey | Pipkins | OT | Southern
British | Oliver | WR | Colorado State University
Jack | Fox | P | Rice
Kane | Dillon | TE | Oregon
Aron | Watts | DL | Arkansas
Daylen | Mack | DL | Texas A&M
Daniel | Wise | DL | Kansas
Chris | Nelson | DL | Texas
Joel | Van Pelt | DL | Calgary